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Both of the series of works that I discuss here, Ross’s Museology (1987) and Höfer’s Libraries 

(2005), were published in book format.  Ross’s Museology (1987) series published as a monograph 

by Aperture in 1989, is made up of 45 colour, medium-format images, created over 12 years.  In 

contrast, Höfer’s Libraries (2005), published as a book by Thames and Hudson is more 

encyclopaedic in its extent, containing 137 large format colour images.  Where the space of the 

library is the focus of Höfer’s image making, within Ross’s Museology (1987) the natural history 

museum lies as his point of focus.  Natural history museums throughout the world, from the 

Museum Nationale d’Histroire Naturelle in Paris and the New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art 

to the British Museum in London are explored.  In his images Ross would seem to identify 

simultaneously the museum as being an important place for the holding and displaying of items that 

make up our global cultural heritage and as being the dusty store cupboards that stand as testament 

to the ambitions of the past.  His selection is of spaces that reveal methods used to represent the 

various objects collected.  In many ways this work can be seen to be furthering photography’s own 

inventorial and cataloguing capacities and follows in Talbot’s legacy of articles on display revealing 

these same taxonomical connotations from the earlier moments, as discussed in the previous 

chapter.   

Conversely, there is a darker interpretation of these images which could be read to stand as a more 

tragic glimpse at objects which are no longer held or treasured as they once were - which instead of 

being celebratory of our collecting habits raise questions regarding preservation and storage.  Ross 

represents spaces that stand as places created for the holding and presenting of physical objects, 

which would appear increasingly less relevant to a modern audience.  Ross’s works are not, I 

believe, didactic or politically loaded and he would seem to be choosing not to dissect the agencies 



or power structures involved in the establishing of museums as a form of critique.  For me the 

success of these images lies in their execution and in his selection of visually interesting spaces.  

They do not satisfy my desire to know more, instead succeeding in the way in which they work 

together in a somewhat gentle and humorous manner.  Each image is compositionally and 

technically successful and works in its own right as well as contributing more to the wider series.  

As with the works of Talbot that I discussed in Part 1, these images, I suggest, reveal as much about 

the artist and his sensibilities as they do of the spaces themselves.  Where they part with this 

similarity, I suggest, is that where Talbot’s images revealed something of the social and cultural 

framework of the time of their creation, in line with the emergence of the museum and the methods 

of display used in the time when they were made, Ross’s would seem to be suspended in a moment 

that seems poised for change, yet this is not revealed within the images in the same way.  It is 

academically that the viewer will make this assumption.  Where the content perhaps alludes to the 

coming to a close of one particular epoch standing as a type of eulogy, there are no clues as to the 

next moment and its associated technologies to come. 

Visible within Ross’s works are a wide selection of natural history museums from around the world 

that reflect the points of difference in the individual global collecting habits and in the methods of 

presentation, preservation and revelation of room sets and mis-en-scenes.  His pictures recording 

both the formal and the disorganised, revealing the wealth, or relative lack of wealth, available to 

the various museums.  The images present different histories which are reflected in the methods of 

display employed by the many institutional endeavours to present the wonders of the natural world 

revealed in their presentations such as the preserved room sets and mis-en-scenes.  The images of 

the Museum of Delphi in Greece and the Field Museum in Chicago immediately point to this and 

are examples of the individual and unique histories of such spaces, revealing vastly different pasts 

and presents.  

 



Fig. 17 Museum of Antiquities, Delphi   Fig. 18 Field Museum, Chicago, 
Greece, 1984      Illinois 1986 

In the image from Delphi there is a sense of abundance, of ruins literally scattered around, broken 

but in a stable condition, potentially waiting for a capital investment to catalogue and present them 

where, in stark contrast, the rhinoceros in the Field Museum in Chicago stands in an isolated lonely 

vitrine in the corner.  Standing, unlike the pieces in the Delphi image, a long way from the continent 

it came from in a cold glass box in a room with cold lighting, it becomes a reminder of how far it is 

from the freedom and warmth of its point of origin.  The box reflecting the necessity for the 

museum to be responsible for preservation, preventing further deterioration and reflects the visual 

methods of display from particular moments.   

Such spaces have long been of interest to photographers and this work of Ross’s can be seen to 

stand as something of a precursor to the works of others.  Ross’s image of the American Museum of 

Natural History of New York 1977 made of a diorama that depicts a carefully crafted reconstruction 

of taxidermied apes in their natural landscape perhaps is the most obvious example of this, 

preceding Hiroshi Suigimoto’s (1948-) Dioramas (1974-) series which shows the very same cabinet 

and displayed apes. 



 

Fig. 19 Richard Ross, American Museum of    Fig. 20 Hiroshi Suigimoto, Earliest Human Relatives, 

Natural History New York New York 1977  1994 

Ross’s images are wry, humorous, sad and insightful at once.  In an image made in the Royal 

Scottish Museum a polar bear sits ironically in a very simple cage with nothing but white faux snow 

on the ground staring up under a brightly lit glass ceiling, the lighting looking like a tanning bed or 

a well-lit shop display.  Shown just a few metres from the vitrine is a large cylindrical radiator.   In 

another image made at the British Museum, a reindeer and a stag are both shown with clear plastic 

bags over their heads, the stag apparently looking straight into the lens of the camera giving a 

feeling to the viewer of being looked disconcertingly directly in the eye.   

 

Fig. 21 Richard Ross, Royal Scottish Museum,   Fig. 22 Richard Ross, British Museum, Natural 
Polar Bear, Edinburgh, Scotland 1993   History, London, England 1985 



Suzanne Muchanic has described Ross as having a ‘benignly irreverent attitude that allows him to 

combine his great affection for museums with an irresistible urge to deflate their 

pretensions’ (Muchanic, 1989) and this is the sense I similarly feel throughout the work.  What 

becomes visible moving through the series as he explores, with his camera, remaining close to the 

realist traditions of image making, are the traces of history, the displays of the past, held variously 

in displays that range from the grandiose to the somewhat absurd, in spaces that range from opulent 

to those which are now more threadbare.   In his Museology work, while the images each retain a 

unique angle and individualistic position from which they were taken, we begin to understand the 

power of a repetitive way of working as a form of methodology.  

What Ross primarily draws attention to is the unconscious of such museums, which as I will show 

in due course, stands in direct contrast to the gleaming public spaces Höfer chooses.  For Ross it is 

the obscure corners in the storerooms and the lesser visited spaces behind the scenes, which reveal 

another side to the museum experience.   In revealing something of the behind the scenes areas, 

depicting more the workings that make up the construction and presentation of the museum 

experience than those more obviously photographed, he is exposing a cultural disjuncture.  His 

works hint at what curators and collectors over the years have felt worth preserving and the ways in 

which they have been inclined to display them.  They present the civilising and educational element 

such spaces were a part of, reminding the viewer of the function of such institutions as agents of 

representation that shaped our sense of history, complicit in the transmission of knowledge.  In their 

heyday such spaces would have stood as temples to knowledge and been located in cities as 

embodiments of both a symbolic and material wealth created.   

Where museums were identified as having played a key role in the creation of the modern state, 

being tasked with the making visible and holding of knowledge and tasked with an educative role 

they are now seemingly no longer required in the same way.  Douglas Crimp in On The Museum’s 

Ruins (1993) positions the museum space as an ‘institution of confinement,' (Crimp, 1993: 48)  

where he draws attention to the museum as an enclosure of decaying and dead objects that stand as 

a monument to a past social and cultural moment.  This is in line with a reading of Ross’s work that 

suggests his images as standing as a form of eulogy.   In light of affordable travel and the invention 

of the 4k screen delivering high resolution nature programmes on demand, the urge to amass, 

catalogue, and display objects from nature in such unnatural environments has never appeared more 



strange.   Ross made this Museology work just on the cusp of the emergence of digital photography 

and it would seem that his choice of aesthetic strategy aligned this work with the earlier moments of 

photography. As with Talbot drawing attention to the physical objects, their materiality and the 

support structures that they are embedded within.  

As with Ross, Höfer has made work in spaces such as the museum,  the library and the zoo which 

similarly stand as archives, as monuments, reflecting the same moments and desires which I have 

presented in this chapter that refer back to the systematic ordering of the environment which dates 

back to the time of the Enlightenment.  In contrast to the choice of areas that Ross has selected,  

mostly Höfer’s work is concerned with revealing the canonical grandiose repositories of 

information, the laboratories of classification, that show the often stately and ostentatious, public 

side of such locations in contrast to Ross’s behind the scenes observations.   Her choice of camera 

format additionally reflects this commitment; Ross’s being shot with medium format film where 

Höfer uses a large format camera. 

Within her photographic style, Höfer adopts straightforwardly, objective viewpoints, positioning her 

within a lineage of German photographers who were interested in typologies, such as the new 

objectivity of August Sanders (1876-1964) and the architectural typologies of Bernd Becher 

(1931-2007) and Hilla Becher (1934-2015), who were her tutors at the Düsseldorf academy.  In 

contrast to the scale Ross works at, Höfer works in epic series, making images that appear to 

employ a systemic type of recording which have been described as having a rigorous ‘dead pan’ 

look (Batchen, 2011: 9).  Batchen has written about this approach, saying: 

Debates about the artistic potential of photography in the nineteenth century often contrasted a 

desirable picturesqueness with a frontal and therefore unthinkingly mechanical symmetry; in 

short, a creatively subjective picture was preferred.  In more recent years this binary has been 

reversed, with artists Bernd and Hilla Becher, Ed Ruscha, Hans Haacke, Martha Rosler, Rineke 

Dijkstra and Waalid Raad deliberately eschewing pictorial variation in their photography in 

favour of rigorous serial form and deadpan images.   

                        (Batchen, 2011: 9)   

Where Ross would seem to offer something of a personal vision, reflecting his individual thinking 

and concerns within his work, Höfer’s Libraries (2005) series is distinguished only from the dry 



architectural document, I would suggest, by her dogmatic pursuit of quality and reverence for the 

materiality of the photographic process.  This is something that I will look at again in Chapter 2 in 

the work of Taryn Simon who similarly, in contrast to Ruscha, remains committed to the quality that 

the larger format camera can deliver, as with Höfer, making work that is intended to be shown at a 

very large scale within the gallery environment.   As I have identified, one of the objects I am 

interested in with my own research is the book, seeing in it an opportunity to reflect on the shift 

from the physical to the digital.  Höfer’s series Libraries (2005) therefore becomes of particular 

interest to me.  This body of work forms something of a visual inventory of European, and to a 

lesser extent American, libraries in which Höfer mechanically documents spaces such as The 

Bodliean in Oxford, the Bilbiothèque Sainte-Geneviève in Paris and the Pierpont Morgan Library in 

New York. While sumptuously composed and technically perfect, the works which have been 

commercially very successful on the international art market, disappoint intellectually.  Where I feel 

there are underlying questions and investigations that Ross’s Museology work alludes to these 

would appear to be more simply about the grouping of certain spaces, which is a line of enquiry I 

examine more closely in the following chapter.  However, it may be the sheer quantity of these 

perfect glossy images that for me brings about a certain fatigue to Höfer’s approach.   

As I understand them, Höfer does not appear to make any sort of critique unless there is a sharper 

edge to these images, a hostility embedded in the apparently dry documents that I have missed.  My 

own reading of this work, in contrast to Ross’s, is that her images would seem to idealise such 

cultural institutions rather than be presenting them as decaying spaces threatened with some sort of 

obsolescence.  These works stand as more celebratory than Ross’s which I propose have a tendency 

to expose custodial neglect.  Where Ross’s work seems to harness the ability of photography to 

record the darker areas and might suggest the holding of archaeological remains as being identified 

with past eras, Höfer’s through her use of light would seem to present beautiful spaces sumptuously 

reproduced, as alive and glorious without any further comment. 



 

    

            Fig. 20 Candida Höfer Trinity College, Dublin 2004  

Where the library spaces have remained unchanged for centuries, items that allude to more recent 

human habits such as early computers and mircrofilm readers creep in to several of her images, 

which could perhaps speak of concerns I am similarly trying to address.  Writer and curator 

Caoimhín Mac Giolla Léith asks:  

Is [Höfer] trying to idealise cultural institutions or reveal them as dead spaces or archaeological 

remains… is she asking;  Are these exquisite corpses? Is there a bitter commentary underneath 

the seemingly objective, straight-on framing of these views? Is she perhaps doing for Western 

culture what photographers such as Edward Sheriff Curtis did for Native Americans a century 

ago, romanticising the final moments of a passing age? 

                       (Giolla Léith, 2008)   

It is hard to be clear on this point which would potentially position her work in line with Crimp’s 

and my own observation of the shift in the relevance of the material, but Libraries I believe would 

be unique in her oeuvre if it was making this sort of statement as this would not be applicable to any 

of her other work.  My supposition is that these images are not presented as being concerned with 

the sociocultural or even architectural heritage but would instead sit within her wider bodies of 

work that investigate the pictorial atmospherics of absence.   Where within Ross’s there are 

similarly no people, Höfer’s would seem to draw much of their strength from this theme which she 

revisits in all of her work.  Höfer’s would seem to be an aesthetic essentially devoted to the 



photographic object as artwork rather than to presenting living libraries or the temporality of 

histories.  

The work is supported by a fairly satirical essay by Umberto Eco, translated from the Italian De 

Bibliotheca (1981) which was originally a paper Eco gave in 1981 at a conference in Milan, which 

delivers a cutting reflection of the role of the library and the associated institutional behaviours.  It 

is an essay that appears dated now primarily due to the inclusion of reference to the technologies of 

the time; to the micro-film and card archiving systems for example, reflecting past habits that have 

since been superseded.  In contrast to Höfer’s apparent reverence for such spaces, this text of Eco’s 

appears instead as a seemingly mocking choice, portraying the spaces as being anti-readers and 

impossible to access.  A selection of the text of Eco’s included reads: 

The librarian must consider the reader an enemy, a layabout (otherwise he’d be working) and a 

potential thief… 

The information office must be completely in-accessible. 

Loans must be discouraged. 

Inter-library loans must be impossible, and in any event the process must take months.  It’s far 

better, however, to ensure that it is a guaranteed impossibility to know what may be available in 

other libraries… 

The library’s greatest enemy is the working student; its best friend is someone like Alessandro 

Manzoni’s Don Ferrante, who possesses his own library and therefore has no need to go there, 

and who on dying leaves his collection to the library. 

                                (Eco, 1981) 




